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Abstract

We report a novel technique to overcome

the depth-of-focus limitation in optical

coherence tomography (OCT) using chro-

matic dispersion of zinc selenide lens.

OCT is an established method of optical

imaging, which found numerous biomed-

ical applications. However, the depth

scanning range of high-resolution OCT is

limited by its depth of focus. Chromatic

dispersion of zinc selenide lens allows to

get high lateral resolution along extended depth of focus, because the different

spectral components are focused at a different position along axes of light

propagation. Test measurements with nanoparticle phantom show 2.8 times

extension of the depth of focus compare to the system with a standard achro-

matic lens. The feasibility of biomedical applications was demonstrated by

ex vivo imaging of the pig cornea and chicken fat tissue.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a well-known
method of three-dimensional (3D) imaging of biomedical
tissues, which has a lot of applications in medical diagnos-
tics [1]. OCT is widely used for clinical applications in
ophthalmology [2, 3], cardiology [4], and endoscopy of

gastrointestinal tract [5, 6]. The main advantage of this
method is high resolution up to micrometer level in
combination with a few mm penetration depth [7, 8]. The
resolution along light beam propagation (axial resolution)
is inversely proportional to the width of the light source
spectrum and can be improved by the use of a broadband
light source. Lateral resolution is defined by the numerical
aperture of the imaging lens, and it decreases significantly
moving away from a focal point due to the rapid diver-
gence of light once it is focused to a small spot. There is a

Abbreviations: DOF, depth of focus; OCT, optical coherence
tomography; ZnSe, zinc selenide.
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trade-off between lateral resolution and the depth of focus
(DOF) in OCT with conventional optical elements, and it
significantly limits the scope of applications.

To overcome the DOF limitation in OCT with a high
lateral resolution, various approaches have been
proposed. An axicon lens has been used to produce an
effective DOF of 6 mm with a lateral resolution of 10 μm
[9], however, the imaged part carried only �5% of the
total power, limiting its application for biomedical sam-
ples. Binary-phase spatial filters have been used to opti-
mize the point-spread function of the microscope and
extend the DOF up to 10 times with a resolution up to 5
μm [10, 11]. In this approach, the beam has the Bessel
intensity distribution and suffers a major loss of spatial
frequency components in the coherence transfer func-
tion (CTF) compared to the Gaussian beams, thus, the
sensitivity decreases and sidelobe artifacts appear in the
OCT images. A multiple aperture synthesis technique
has been used to achieve DOF extension without signal
loss or sidelobe artifacts, however, it requires transversel
shifting of micro cylindrical lens near the tip of the sam-
ple fiber during the imaging process, and it limits the
speed of imaging and makes complicated the endoscopic
applications of proposed technique [12]. Adaptive optics
approach was used to extend DOF by dynamic control
of deformable mirror and introducing spherical aberra-
tions [13]. A few computational algorithms for the auto-
mation of interferometric synthetic aperture microscopy
and computational adaptive optics were used to signifi-
cantly extends the depth of field [14], however, algorith-
mic processing of images is time consuming and can
take dozens of minutes. Gabor domain OCT allows to
perform dynamic focusing without mechanical motion
of optical elements by adjusting the voltage applied to
the liquid lens [15].

The idea to use the optical elements with chromatic
dispersion to achieve high transverse resolution over an
extended DOF has been explored before. Chromatic dual-
focus fiber-optic probe has been used to extend DOF by
two times compared to common single focus probe [16].
Also, recently the metalens with chromatic dispersion
was used to maintain high-resolution endoscopic imaging
beyond the input field Rayleigh range [17]. In these
approaches, complicated design solutions are used to
introduce chromatic dispersion to a system. To use an
imaging lens, made from material with low Abbe number
and high chromatic dispersion seems to be a simpler, but
promising idea.

Here, we demonstrate high-resolution volumetric
OCT imaging with extended DOF due to high chromatic
dispersion of zinc selenide (ZnSe) lens [18]. ZnSe has a
strong spectral dispersion for light in the visible and
near-infrared region [18]. Different components from the

source with a wide spectrum are focused at a different
positions along the beam axis using the ZnSe lens.
Ex vivo imaging of the pig cornea and chicken fat tissue
demonstrates the ability to obtain images with subcellu-
lar resolution, which can extend the utility of OCT in
clinical diagnostic and monitoring of diseases.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig-
ure 1. We used a swept-source OCT system (Axsun Tech-
nologies, North Billerica, Massachusetts). The central
wavelength equals 1310 nm with a scan range of 140 nm
at a sweeping rate of 100 kHz. The output power of the
source is 24 mW. Additional to the illumination unit, the
system comes with components for data acquisition and
processing. Two photodiodes enabling balanced detection
are coupled to a data acquisition card, a digitizer and a
field-programmable gate array. To realize OCT with
extended depth of focus, we build a free-space module.
The light of the source was divided into two parts using a
beam splitter (BS1), 10% of light went to the reference
arm and 90% of light went to the sample arm. The light
in the reference arm was collimated, reflected by the ref-
erence mirror and coupled back to the fiber. The light in
the sample arm was illuminated from the fiber tip and
filled the full aperture of the ZnSe lens (39 495, Edmund
Optics) with the focal distance f = 50.8 mm. Then, the
beam was deflected by a galvo-mirror, allowing scanning
of the sample along the x-axis. Scanning along the y-axis
was performed using a piezo stage (AG-LS25-27, Newport
Corporation). The numerical aperture of the beam
focused on the sample was equal to 0.14, giving the best
lateral resolution about 4.7 μm. The light reflected from
the sample was collected and coupled back to fiber. The
beams reflected from the sample and the reference arms
were guided by optical circulators and combined using
beamsplitter (BS2). Polarization controllers PC1 and PC2
were adjusted to balance the reference power on the bal-
anced photodiodes D1 and D2. The interference pattern
was measured using the balanced photodiodes D1 and
D2 incorporated in the OCT engine.

To compare the performance of the developed system
with the conventional approach, we made the measure-
ments with the same system, but with an achromatic lens
instead of the ZnSe lens. The light coming from the fiber
in the sample arm was collimated to a beam with a diam-
eter of 12 mm. Then, it was incident on achromatic dou-
blet (AC254-030-C-ML, Thorlabs, 30 mm focal lens),
which was selected to have the same numerical aperture
of the focused beam to provide the same lateral resolu-
tion as the system with the ZnSe lens.The idea of the
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depth of focus extension using ZnSe lens is schematically
illustrated in the inset of Figure 1. For the achromatic
lens, all spectral components are focused at one position
and transversal resolution dramatically decreases moving
away from the focal point along beam propagation due to
rapid divergence of the beam. Using the ZnSe lens, the
different wavelengths are focused at different positions
along the beam propagation axis, and for every position
inside extended depth of focus, there are some spectral
components that are tightly focused and give the image
with high lateral resolution.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Numerical simulations

Numerical calculations of the depth of focus extension
with ZnSe lens were made in Zemax software. The results
of the numerical calculation are shown in Figure 2. Light
coming out from the fiber illuminates the whole aperture
of the ZnSe lens and is focused at a distance of about
87 mm away from the lens. Numerically calculated ray
diagram for the light with wavelength of 1310 nm (the

central wavelength of the spectra), which propagates
from the fiber end and is focused by ZnSe lens is shown
in Figure 2A. Different wavelengths of spectra are
focused at different positions away from the lens because
of the chromatic dispersion of lens material. The depth of
focus can be estimated as a difference between focal
points for light components with λ = 1.24 μm and
λ = 1.38 μm and approximately equals to 650 μm. The
lateral distributions of the relative irradiance at the focal
points are shown in Figure 2B. The light is focused to
spots, with half of the maximum widths of 5 μm for cen-
tral (λ = 1.31 μm) and extreme (λ = 1.24 μm and
λ = 1.38 μm) wavelengths. It is expected that system will
have a resolution of about 5 μm along 650 μm focal depth
for imaging in the air.

3.2 | Resolution test

To estimate the performance of the developed system,
the resolution tests were performed. As the first test
object, we imaged a 1951 USAF Resolution Test Target
(R3L3S1N, Thorlabs Inc.). The images obtained using
systems with ZnSe lens and achromatic lens are shown

FIGURE 1 Schematic of the

experimental setup of optical coherence

tomography (OCT) with ZnSe lens. BS1

and BS2 are beam splitters, PBS1 and

PBS2 are polarized beam splitters, PC1

and PC2 are polarization controllers.

The inset: a schematic of the depth of

focus extension using chromatic

dispersion of ZnSe lens]
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in Figure 3B. Both systems when focused can resolve
element 6 of group 6 (114 lines pairs per mm [lp/mm])
which corresponds to a resolution of 4.4 μm. The sys-
tem with ZnSe lens is able to maintain this resolution
even 200 μm away from the focal point. The quality of
images acquired with the achromatic lens at 200 μm
away from the focal point is significantly lower, and
only the stripes in group 6, element 2 (71.8 lp/mm)
can be resolved, showing 1.6 times decrease in
resolution.

The second test object was a phantom with
nanoparticles incorporated in bulk glass material. En face
images of particles acquired using systems with ZnSe and
achromatic lenses at different locations along the depth
are shown in Figure 3A. Nanoparticles are clearly visible
at the focal point using both systems. The minimal size of
the image of the particle was about 6 μm for both sys-
tems, corresponding to the best lateral resolution of sys-
tems in the glass media. Actual size of the particles in the
phantom is much smaller, so the size of the particle
image corresponds to the resolution of the system. In the
images acquired with the ZnSe lens, the nanoparticles,
which are shown as white dots, are clearly detected at a
longer depth. Figure 3C shows the analysis of the images
of the nanoparticles in Figure 3A. The lateral resolution
of systems was defined as the size of the nanoparticles'

images. The lateral resolution as a function of the axial
depth is shown in Figure 3C for both systems. At the
focal point, both systems have the same resolution about
6 μm. Maximal resolution is lower than in the case of res-
olution target imaging, because of the light refraction at
the air-glass interface, which influences the focusing of
the beam. The resolution of the ZnSe system maintains
below 8.5 μm (the level is marked with red line and
equals to the

ffiffiffi

2
p

ω, where ω is the minimum spot size at
the focal point) along 680 μm in depth, while the conven-
tional achromatic lens-based system gives the same reso-
lution only along 240 μm in axial depth. Thus, we can
state that the proposed new technique gives 2.8 times
extended DOF. Also, we did the test measurements of
axial resolution for both systems using a mirror as a sam-
ple. The axial resolution was measured to be 7.5 μm for
the system with the ZnSe lens and 5 μm for the system
with the achromatic lens. For the system with the ZnSe
lens, the axial resolution is lower, because for every plane
along scanning depth, only a part of the spectrum will
contribute to the imaging. Using Zemax, we calculated
the coupled bandwidth reflected from a mirror as a sam-
ple and found it to be approximately 80 nm which pro-
vides a theoretical axial resolution of 9.5 μm. This value
is very close to the axial resolution achieved experimen-
tally with our system.

FIGURE 2 The results of numerical simulations made in Zemax. (A) Ray diagram of the light propagation from fiber end and focusing

by ZnSe lens. (B) Numerically calculated relative irradiance distribution along focal plane for three different wavelengths in the spectrum.

Different wavelengths are focused at different points away from the lens, the distance from the lens to a focal point F is provided in the

caption of graphs
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3.3 | Imaging of cornea and chicken fat
tissue

To show the feasibility of biological sample imaging with
an extended DOF, we carried out ex vivo imaging of a pig
cornea and chicken fat tissue. The results of pig cornea
images acquired with the achromatic lens system and the
system with the ZnSe lens are demonstrated in Figure 4A.
In the images acquired with the achromatic lens system,
one can see the bright stripe in the middle of the cornea,
associated with the imaging focal spot. In contrast, the sys-
tem with the ZnSe lens provides a uniformly bright image
of the cornea due to extended DOF. The chicken fat images
acquired with the achromatic lens system and the system
with the ZnSe lens are demonstrated in Figure 4B. Both sys-
tems clearly demonstrate structural features attributed to

the fat cells at the top layer of the sample. However, at the
bottom of the sample approximately 800 μm away from the
top surface, it is not possible to resolve cells using the achro-
matic OCT system, while ZnSe lens-based system with
extended DOF provides an image with cellular resolution
along the whole sample.

4 | DISCUSSION

The results of the imaging of nanoparticles phantom, pig
cornea and chicken fat tissue indicate that the effective focal
range is extended by a factor of 2.8 due to using ZnSe lens.
This extension is higher than the previously proposed chro-
matic dispersion-based technique [16]. Although binary
phase masks and axicon lenses provide much longer

FIGURE 3 (A) The images of nanoparticles phantom made using optical coherence tomography (OCT) systems with ZnSe and

achromatic doublet. (B) The images of resolution target obtained using OCT systems with ZnSe lens and achromatic doublet made at

different target position relative to the focal point. (C) The resolution for OCT systems with ZnSe lens and achromatic doublet as a function

of distance from focal point measured using nanoparticles resolution test
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extension DOF [9–11], the main advantage of the technique
proposed here is simplicity. Intrinsic chromatic dispersion
of ZnSe material is used to extend the focus, and thus no
phase mask, moving prisms or additional lenses are needed
to create the chromatic focal shift. Also, no additional time
is required for data processing and it makes the proposed
technique more attractive compared to computational algo-
rithms and adaptive optics-based techniques [13, 14]. The
Gabor domain OCT shows a much longer DOF extension
compared to the ZnSe-based OCT, however, it comes with
the price: it requires a complicated electronic device to con-
trol the focal position of a liquid crystal lens [15]. In our sys-
tem, we use only one stationary commercially available
lens to extend DOF for the imaging and we believe that it
makes the system attractive for both commercial and bio-
logical applications.

Despite all the listed advantages, the method has also
some limitations. First of all, ZnSe is a hazardousmaterial and
to use the system for biomedical applications one should pre-
vent the direct contact of lens with the studied living objects
and take carewhile handling these lenses. Second, ZnSemate-
rial has lower transmission in the near-infrared region com-
pared to the standard lenses made from fused silica or quartz.

ZnSe lens, used in the current study, has 72% transmission for
the 1310 nm.Also, only a part of the spectrum is coupled back
to the system. The limited transmission and reduced band-
width lead to a loss in sensitivity. The sensitivity of the system
is reduced by approximately 6 dB. Furthermore, the ZnSe lens
used in our system is not telecentric and if such a lens is used
after the galvo scanner, a typical configuration used in several
OCT systems, it would produce a curved imaging field. Com-
mercial telecentric ZnSe lenses are not available yet, but in the
future, such lenses can be designed for flat field imaging. Nev-
ertheless, all these limitations areminor and do not cancel the
benefits of the proposed technique.

5 | CONCLUSION

We have established a technique to overcome the DOF
limitation in high-resolution OCT using chromatic disper-
sion of a single ZnSe imaging lens. However, since only a
part of the whole spectrum contributes to the axial scan at
a certain depth, this reduces the axial resolution of the sys-
tem. In future, this can be mitigated using a smaller focal
length lens and larger bandwidth light source.

FIGURE 4 The results of ex vivo imaging of biological tissue. (A) Pig cornea cross-sectional images made using systems with ZnSe and

achromatic lenses. (B) En face and cross-sectional (B-scan) images of chicken fat tissues. The system with the ZnSe lens demonstrates the

cellular features along the whole sample with 800 μm depth
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Nevertheless, the proposed method can provide diffrac-
tion-limited lateral resolution over 2.8 times extended
DOF. The extension of the focal range was numerically
and experimentally confirmed. The new technique allows
to get relatively high DOF extension and is technically
simpler than previously demonstrated multifocal designs.
The results of the ex vivo cornea and fat animal tissue
imaging demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
method in clinical and pre-clinical applications.
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